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Abstract
While programmable switches provide operators with much-needed
control over the network, they also increase the potential sources
of packet-processing errors. Bugs can happen anywhere: in the P4
program, the controller installing rules into tables, or the compiler
that maps the P4 program into the resource-constrained switch
pipelines. Most of these bugs manifest themselves after certain sequences of packets with certain combinations of rules in the tables.
Tracking each packet’s execution path through the P4 program, i.e.,
the sequence of tables hit and the actions applied, directly in the
data plane is useful in localizing such bugs as they occur in real
time. The fact that programmable data planes require P4 programs
to be loop-free and can perform simple integer arithmetic operations makes them amenable to Ball-Larus encoding, a well-known
technique in profiling execution paths in software programs that
can efficiently encode all N paths in a single ⌈loд(N )⌉-bit variable.
However, for real-world P4 programs, the path variable can get
quite large, making it inefficient for integer arithmetic at line rate.
Moreover, the encoding could require a subset of tables, that would
otherwise have no data dependency, to update the same variable.
By carefully breaking up the P4 program into disjoint partitions
and tracking each partition’s execution path separately, we show
how to minimally augment P4 programs to track the execution path
of each packet.

CCS Concepts
• Networks → Programmable networks; • Software and its
engineering → Software testing and debugging; • Hardware
→ Bug detection, localization and diagnosis.
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Introduction

Programmable switches [4, 7, 11, 16] allow network operators to
customize the switch data-plane using high-level languages such
as P4 [12]. This provides much-needed flexibility and fine-grained
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control over switches in the network. However, compared to fixedfunction switches, programmability increases the potential sources
of packet processing errors as a significant portion of the data-plane
behavior is only specified at program compile or run time.
To see why, consider all the complicated pieces of software involved in operating the data plane of a programmable switch. The
P4 program itself, which specifies the match-action tables and the
order in which they should process incoming packets, can get quite
large and complicated in practice: the switch.p4 program [15], the
open-source implementation of a standard switch in P4, has ∼1034
different control paths through 157 tables and ∼307 actions! To fit
these programs into the extremely resource-constrained physical
pipelines of programmable switches, P4 compilers implement several rounds of aggressive target-specific optimizations and code
transformations, which makes the compiler software grow into
large complicated pieces of software with hundreds of thousands of
line of code. Finally, after the P4 program is compiled and installed
on the switch, the contents of match-action tables are continuously
modified by control-plane programs that add, modify, and remove
rules from the tables at run-time. In practice, these control-plane
programs are often large and complicated as well, as they have to
deal with the intricacies of consistently transitioning the data plane
from one set of rules to another in response to various run-time
events.
Any bug in this complex collection of software can adversely
affect how packets are processed in the data plane. Previous work
has uncovered several bugs in existing P4 and control-plane programs [3, 5, 8, 14]. There are also several bug reports for existing
compilers, describing non-trivial mismatches between the expected
packet processing behavior described in the P4 program and the
observed behavior of the compiled program running on the switch.
In most cases, these bugs happen in corner cases, only manifesting themselves after certain sequences of incoming packets with
certain combinations of rules in the tables. Thus, given the size
and complexity of real-world P4 programs, they are typically not
uncovered during testing prior to deployment. Even when they
are triggered by production traffic afterwards, their subtle nature
makes them difficult to reproduce for analysis.
In this paper, we propose a useful data-plane primitive for detecting and localizing such bugs as they occur in real time: tracking
each packet’s execution path through the P4 program, i.e., the sequence of tables hit and the actions applied, directly on the data
plane. This effectively turns every packet that goes through the
switch into a potential test packet for the data plane. If there is
prior knowledge about expected execution paths for certain classes
of traffic, e.g., from static analysis of the program or in form of
assertions from the programmers themselves, it is possible to detect when the observed execution path deviates from the expected
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one directly in the data plane. Alternatively, one could send some
packets from every observed path to a local controller running on
the switch CPU to compute their expected execution paths and
compare them against the observed ones. One could even have
each switch tag the packet with the observed execution path, e.g.,
as part of the INT header, so that the final destination can recover
and analyze every decision made by every switch in processing the
packet.
Besides detecting bugs, tracking packets’ execution paths in the
data plane is a valuable tool for localizing bugs as well. Suppose the
operators detect a problem with a certain subset of traffic, either a
mismatch between their expected and observed execution paths as
described above or other correctness and performance problems
detected through other monitoring tools. To localize the problem,
operators can simply ask the switch to send the program paths that
those packets are taking right then in the data plane to the controller
to analyze where in the P4 program the problem is coming from.
Once the problem is localized to a certain part of the program, they
can then find out whether it is due to a bug in the P4 program itself,
or an incorrect match-action rule installed by the control plane, or
the compiler not compiling that part of the program correctly.
To track packet execution paths in the data plane, we need to
augment the original P4 program to encode the sequence of tables
and actions that process the packet as it goes through the switch. As
table and actions are triggered, we can track their execution by updating the Packet Header Vector (PHV), the limited per-packet state
that travels with the packet throughout its processing time. The
PHV is a valuable fixed size resource, typically a few hundred bytes,
storing parsed packet header as well as any meta data required for
processing the packet. Typically, the more complex a program is,
the greater number of PHV bits it requires for processing packets.
A seemingly natural approach towards tracking packet execution
paths is to have a flag bit for each portion of the program we want
to track, setting it to one if it was used in processing the packet.
This, however, can quickly deplete the available bits in the PHV.
We find that Ball-Larus encoding [2], a well-known technique in
profiling execution paths in software, is a promising fit for tracking
packet execution paths in P4 programs: As we show in §2, when
programs are loop free, like in P4, Ball-Larus can encode all N
program paths in a single ⌈loд(N )⌉-bit variable, thus adding minimal overhead to the per-packet meta-data that is carried across
data-plane stages. Moreover, Ball-Larus encoding does not require
sophisticated updates to the path variable: it carefully labels every
transition between program statements with an integer. As the
input (packet in our setting) transitions from one statement to the
next, the integer label for that transition is added to the path variable, an operation perfectly within the capabilities of programmable
data planes today.
Nevertheless, if adapted naïvely, Ball-Larus encoding can have
prohibitive overhead in terms of action complexity and number
of stages. For large and complex P4 program such as switch.p4,
the path variable can get as large as a few hundred bits, making it
inefficient for integer arithmetic at line rate. Moreover, the encoding
adds extra data dependencies between tables that have to update
the path variable. These extra dependencies could force tables, that
were otherwise independent and mapped by the compiler to the
same stage in the hardware pipeline, to span across multiple stages
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Figure 1: The control flow graph of an example P4 program with
edges labeled by the Ball-Larus algorithm.

instead. We show, in §4, how we overcome both of these challenges
by carefully partitioning the P4 program and tracking the execution
path of each partition separately.
We have implemented a prototype that takes a P4 program as
input and outputs an augmented P4 program that can track packet
execution paths. We augment a variety of P4 programs, including switch.p4, using our prototype and evaluate the amount of
data-plane resource needed by our augmentation on a Barefoot
Tofino [16] switch. Our preliminary results demonstrate that even
for programs as large and complicated as switch.p4 with ∼1034
paths, we can track packet’s execution path in the data plane using
only ∼178 bits of meta data and the same number of data-plane
stages as the non-augmented program.

2

Ball-Larus for P4 Programs

Ball-Larus encoding is a well-known technique for efficiently profiling execution paths in software [2]. For loop-free programs, i.e.,
programs whose control flows graphs (CFGs) are directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs), it can encode all N paths of a program in a single ⌈loд(N )⌉-bit variable. More specifically, it labels every edge in
the DAG, i.e., transitions between program statements, with an
integer. As the input transitions from one statement to the next in
the program, the integer label assigned to that transition is added
to the variable that is tracking the input’s execution path. When
the program finishes processing the input, the value in the path
variable is a number between 0 and N , uniquely identifying the
path the input took through the program.
Ball-Larus encoding is a promising fit for tracking packet execution paths in P4 programs. First, P4 programs are restricted
to be loop-free to allow for their efficient implementation on programmable switches. Thus, given a P4 program, we can construct
a DAG representing the program’s CFG and run the Ball-Larus
algorithm on it. Moreover, programmable switches allow P4 programs to define per-packet meta-data variables carried with the
packet throughout its processing, and to define actions to update
them using simple arithmetic operations. Thus, once the Ball-Larus
algorithm assigns labels to the edges in the program’s DAG, we
can augment the program with a meta-data variable to track the
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(a) Without Augmentation
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(b) Augmented with a single variable for path tracking

Figure 2: Mapping of CFG nodes in our example programs to pipeline stages without augmentation for path tracking (2(a)), and when augmented with a single variable for tracking paths (2(b)).

execution path, and extra actions to update its value on the DAG’s
transitions based on the labels.
Running example. Consider the control flow graph of the simple P4 program in figure 1. It first checks whether it has received a
valid IPv4 packet (node A in the CFG). If so, it first applies the T_mbox
table (node B), which has two actions: A_encap (node D) tunnels
packets towards sensitive destination IP addresses specified in the
table rules to a middlebox for further analysis, and A_noop (node C)
simply lets other packets through. Next, the program applies the
T_ipv4 table (node E), which performs a longest prefix match on
the packet’s final destination and either sets the address of its next
hop in A_set_nhop (node F ) or drops it if it is not matched (node G).
Finally, the program applies the T_stats table (node H ), which has
two actions as well: A_count (node I ) to count certain destination
IP addresses, specified in the table rules, and A_noop (node J ) to let
other packets through. Non-IPv4 packets are simply dropped (node
K).
If we run the Ball-Larus algorithm on this DAG, it will mark
edges A → B and H → J with number 1, edge B → C with 4,
E → F with 2, and all other edges with 0. As shown in figure 1,
adding up the numbers on the edges along each of the nine different
paths in the CFG will lead to a unique number between 0 and 8
which uniquely identifies that path. Now, to track each packet’s
execution path in the P4 program, we augment the program with
(i) a meta-data variable, called V in the figure, to track the path ID,
and (ii) an extra action on any transition in the CFG that is assigned
a non-zero label, i.e., A → B, B → C, and E → F , to simply add the
value of the label to V . For transitions that are between a table and
its actions, i.e., B → C and E → F , we cannot add an extra action
on the transition. Instead we can augment the table action itself to
perform the addition.
With this augmentation in place, when the program finishes processing a packet on a switch, V contains the unique identifier for the
path the packet has taken through the program. The path identified
shows precisely which CFG nodes, i.e., conditionals, tables, and
actions, the packet has hit in this switch. However, as we discuss
next, such augmentations can cause non-negligible overheads when
applied to real-world P4 programs.

Addition on large operands. First, for large P4 programs with
many paths, such as switch.p4, the size of meta-data variable V
that keeps track of the path (loд(N )) can get as large as a few
hundred bits. Existing programmable data planes, however, cannot
perform arithmetic operations on operands larger than 64 bits in a
single stage. Thus, performing addition on a few-hundred-bit-wide
variable would have to span multiple stages. Ball-Larus encoding
requires multiple such additions, one on every edge in the CFG that
has a non-zero label. Thus, for large P4 programs, it can significantly
increase the number of pipeline stages required for the augmented
program in the data plane.
Extra data dependencies. Second, all the augmented actions,
and their corresponding tables, would have extra data dependencies
with each other as they all update the same path variable. This
can cause the augmented P4 program to use up more stages on
the data plane compared to the original one. Consider T_ipv4 and
T_stats for instance. Without any augmentation, they have no data
dependencies as both just read the destination IP and do not write to
it. Thus, as shown in figure 2(a), both tables and their corresponding
actions can reside in the same stage when the program is compiled
and installed on the switch. After augmentation, however, both
A_set_nhop from T_ipv4 and A_noop from T_stats update V , and
therefore, as shown in figure 2(b), can no longer be placed on
the same stage. Similarly, the extra action that increments V on
transition from node A to node B cannot be placed on the same
stage as T_mbox and its actions.
Thus, the augmented program needs four stages in the data
plane, two more than the original program: A, K, and the action
incrementing V on A → B all reside on the first stage, T_mbox and its
actions are on the second stage, T_ipv4 and T_stats and their actions
each get their own stage as they were both dependent on T_mbox
before and are now dependent on each other as well. As the number
of pipeline stages on existing switches is typically small (<32), these
extra dependencies quickly become problematic for large programs
such as switch.p4 that have hundreds of mostly-independent tables
and heavily rely on the compiler placing multiple tables on the
same stage to fit in the data plane.

3

To make Ball-Larus feasible for large P4 programs, we make the
following observation: if we break-up the program’s CFG into multiple sub-DAGs, we can concurrently track the execution path in
each sub-DAG using independent meta-data variables. This helps
alleviate both of the challenges in §3. First, each sub-DAG has fewer
paths compared to the original DAG. Thus, its path variable can
potentially stay within the bit-width limits of arithmetic operands

Challenges

By tracking all N paths of a program in a ⌈loд(N )⌉-bit variable, BallLarus has minimal overhead in terms of the amount of per-packet
meta-data it needs in the data plane. However, when applied to P4
programs, using a single variable to keep track of the execution
path has two negative implications.

4

Multi-Variable Path Encoding
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(a) sub-DAG 1
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(b) sub-DAG 2

(c) Mapping to the pipeline

Figure 3: The example program partitioned into two sub-DAGs (3(a) and 3(b)), the execution path of each tracked by a different meta-data
variable. 3(c) shows how the program augmented with multiple variables is mapped to the same number of stages as the non-augmented
program in figure 2(a).

in each stage. Moreover, augmented actions and their corresponding tables in different sub-DAGs update different path variables. As
such, they can co-exist in the same stage and no longer need to
span across multiple stages.
The partitioning problem. Given a DAG D, we want to find
K sub-DAGs D 1 , · · · , D K that respectively have P 1 , · · · , P K paths
tracked by variables V1 , · · · , VK , such that (i) the bit-width of
each Vi , i.e., len(Vi ) = ⌈loд(Pi )⌉ is within the limits of arithmetic
operands in programmable switches, and (ii) once the program is
augmented to track the execution path of these K sub-DAGs, it still
uses the same number of data-plane stages as the non-augmented
program. Note that the tuple (Vi , · · · , VK ) still uniquely identifies
the execution path throughout the entire program.
Running example. Suppose we break up the CFG in figure 1
into two sub-DAGs as shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The first
sub-DAG contains the conditional (node A), the drop action (node
K), and table T_ipv4 and its actions (nodes E, F , and G) while the
second sub-DAG contains the rest, i.e., table T_mbox and T_stats and
their actions. In each sub-DAG, connected sets of the nodes from
the original DAG that are not present are replaced with dummy
nodes. We run Ball-Larus independently on each sub-DAG to mark
the edges with labels, and use two separate meta-data variables
to track the execution path in each sub-DAG: V1 will updated on
transitions in the first sub-DAG, and V2 is updated on transitions
in the second sub-DAG.
This partitioning satisfies our conditions: V1 and V2 track 3 and 4
paths, respectively, and each need two bits. Thus, they are within the
bit-width limits of arithmetic operands on programmable switches.
Moreover, there is no extra dependency between T_ipv4 and T_stats
as each are updating a different path variable. Similarly, there is
no extra dependency between T_mbox and the action updating the
path variable for the edge between A and B. Thus, as depicted in
figure 3(c), the augmented program can be mapped to two stages,
not using any extra stages compared to the original program.
Choosing K. Setting a value for K is not straightforward as
the benefits of partitioning come at a cost. After partitioning, the
total number of bits used for path encoding across all sub-DAGs
is Σki=1 ⌈loд(Pi )⌉. Depending on the partitioning, this can be larger
than the optimal ⌈loд(N )⌉ that is achievable without partitioning

and using a single variable for tracking the execution path. This can
happen for two reasons. First, not all combinations of paths in different sub-DAGs construct a valid execution path in the entire program.
For instance, in our example in figure 3, V1 can track AK and V2
can track BDHI , but their combination, i.e., (AK, BDHI ), will never
happen in the program as a whole. More generally, (V1 , · · · , VK )
encodes P 1 × P 2 × · · · × P K paths which, due to partitioning, can become larger than N , the total number of valid paths in the program.
Second, suppose we manage to partition the original DAG such that
P1 × P2 × · · · × P K is equal to N , for instance by using a larger K
and partitioning the program into more sub-DAGs. Then, ⌈loд(N )⌉
will be equal to ⌈Σki=1loд(Pi )⌉, and Σki=1 ⌈loд(Pi )⌉ can become K bits
larger than loд(N ) due to rounding.
To find a suitable value for K, we exploit the mapping of tables
and conditionals in the original non-augmented P4 program to the
switch pipeline. More specifically, suppose Ts denotes the set of
tables and conditionals that are mapped to stage s when we compile
the original P4 program to the switch. This information is available
from the output of P4 compilers for existing programmable switches.
Suppose Tmax is the size (in number of tables) of the largest Ts . If
we set K to Tmax , it is possible to assign all tables and conditionals
in the same Ts to different sub-DAGs. As a result, after encoding,
their augmented actions will not be dependent on each other, and
therefore, they will remain on the same stage. Thus, the augmented
program will use the same number of data-plane stages as the
non-augmented program1 .
The Optimization Problem. To decide how to assign tables
and conditionals in each Ts to the K sub-DAGs, we use an integer
linear program (ILP). The ILP takes the CFG and Ts s as input, and
outputs ai j , which is set to one if node i is assigned to sub-DAG
j, and is zero otherwise. Here, a node is either a table or a conditional (which is treated similar to a table by existing programmable
switches) together with its actions. The objective is to minimize

the augmented actions of the same Ti do not fit in the same stage anymore
due to the extra ALUs used for addition. We have not observed this corner case even in
our most complicated evaluated programs (§5). But, even if it happens, our approach
still correctly tracks execution paths and the augmented program just spans over one
or few extra stages.

1 Unless
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Program Statistics
Programs

Paths (N )

Tables

Stages

Actions

Path Vars (K )

tna-action-selector.p4
source-routing.p4
tna-multicast.p4
fabric-bng.p4
simple switch.p4
switch.p4

6
5
36
1.01 × 109
1.76 × 109
1.75 × 1034

2
1
6
67
35
157

2
7
4
11
7
12

6
6
15
73
157
307

1
3
2
20
8
21

Path Encoding Statistics
Added
Added Metadata (bits)
Actions our approach optimal ( ⌈loд(N )⌉)
0
3
3
3
3
3
2
6
6
35
46
30
11
47
31
71
178
114

Table 1: A summary of our benchmark programs and the extra data-plane resource needed for multi-variable path encoding.
K v , where v is the number of bits required to track all the
Σi=1
i
i
paths in sub-DAG i.
The first set of constraints are of the form 0 ≤ vi ≤ MAX _W ,
where MAX _W is the maximum number of bits allowed in arithmetic operands in each stage on the switch. Next, as discussed
above, for each stage s and sub-DAG j, we ensure that only one node
from Ts is assigned to sub-DAG j using the following constraint:
Σi ∈Ts ai j = 1. For each node i, we have constraints of the form
ΣK
j=1ai j = 1 that it is assigned to only one sub-DAG. Finally, suppose pi ∈ R is the log of the number of outgoing edges of CFG node i.
N p ·a ,
We estimate log of the number of paths in sub-DAG j as Σi=1
i ij
N
and relate that to vi using the constraint Σi=1pi · ai j ≤ v j .

5

Evaluation

Prototype. Using Barefoot Tofino [16] as target, we have implemented a prototype that takes a P4 program as input and outputs an
augmented P4 program that can track packet execution paths. More
specifically, given an input program prog.p4, we first compile the
program using the Tofino compiler to extract the program’s control
flow graph, and the mapping from the the program’s tables and
conditionals to the pipeline stages, both useful by-products of the
compilation process. We have developed a python script that takes
the CFG and the mapping as input, and partitions the CFG into
multiple sub-DAGs by solving the optimization problem discussed
in §4 using the puLP package. The script then runs the Ball-Larus
algorithm on each sub-DAG to obtain the integer labels for each
transition. Even for our largest example programs, we found that
the time required to solve the optimization problem and obtain
the integer labels, takes under 5 seconds. A reference to the entire
system is provided in figure 4.
Augmenting the program. Next, we augment prog.p4 in the
following way. First, we add a meta-data variable v_i to track the
execution path of each sub-DAG. Second, for each action of each
table that has a non-zero integer label on its incoming edge, we
add a single instruction to add the label to the path variable for the
corresponding sub-DAG. Finally, in Ball-Larus encoding, only one
of the two outgoing edges of each conditional will have a non-zero
label. Thus, for each conditional, we add an action on the branch
with the non-zero label to update the path variable for the sub-DAG
assigned to that conditional accordingly.
Integration with existing compilers. An ideal starting point
for augmenting programs is to modify its intermediate representation (IR) typically used by compilers during the compilation process.
The program’s IR is its parsed representation, typically stored in
a graph. It is a more detailed version of its control graph with
each node corresponds to some piece of syntax in the original

Figure 4: End to end system to augment an input P4 program with
multi-variable Ball-Larus path encoding.

program. During the compilation process, the IR goes through a
sequence of passes that transform it to a more optimized version,
some performing target-independent optimizations such as removing unreachable pieces of code, and others transforming the IR to
better fit on the specified target. Our augmentations can be another
pass in the process, adding extra nodes in the graph for the metadata variables and actions required to keep track of the execution
paths in the computed sub-DAGs. In fact, for our initial prototype,
we implemented our encoding as an IR pass in P4’s open-source
compiler [13]. However, we did not have access to add passes to
Tofino’s compiler. Thus, our prototype for Tofino parses the input
program line by line and injects the extra meta-data variables and
actions directly into the program’s code.
Benchmark Programs. We augment six P4 programs of varying size and complexity, listed in table 1, using our prototype and
evaluate the amount of data-plane resource needed by our augmentation on a Tofino switch. The first three, two taken from the
examples included with the Tofino compiler and one from P4 tutorials [1], are smaller, with a few tables and actions, and not more than
a few tens of execution paths. The last three are much larger and
more complicated with hundreds of tables and actions and more
than billions of paths: fabric-bng.p4 and switch.p4, specifically, are
production-quality programs implementing a Broadband Network
Gateway (BNG) and a standard switch, respectively.
Data-Plane Overhead. Table 1 summarizes the extra dataplane resources caused by program augmentation. Our partitioning
strategy (§4) ensures no extra dependencies between tables and conditionals that are mapped to the same stage after the compilation
of the original program. Thus, as expected, augmented programs
do not use any extra stages compared to the original programs.
There is a slight increase in the number of actions in the augmented program. This is expected: as discussed above, while we can
augment existing table actions to update path variables, we have
to add extra actions to perform one addition to update path variables for transitions out of conditionals. These extra light-weight
actions, however, do not stop our augmented benchmarks from
fitting in the switch. This is because the mapping from tables and
conditionals to the stages does not change after augmentation and
the extra actions merely use the extra ALUs in the stages that were
previously unused by the original program.
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Finally, recall from §4 that while partitioning makes the augmentation feasible for large programs, both in terms of the number of
stages and complexity of addition operations to path variables, it
comes at the cost of using extra bits to encode paths that cannot
occur in the program. Using extra bits for encoding execution paths
means leaving fewer bits in the PHV for the original P4 program.
Thus, we use our benchmark programs to ensure that our multivariable approach can still efficiently encode the execution paths
for the program without exhausting the available PHV bits.
More specifically, as shown in Table 1, we compare the optimal
number of bits required to encode all N paths of the program,
i.e., ⌈loд(N )⌉, to the number of bits used by our multi-variable
encoding, i.e., the sum of the sizes of the K path variables tracking
execution paths in the K different partitions of the program. The
most complicated program, switch.p4, can be encoded with 178
bits, and the other two large programs can be encoded with 47 and
46 bits. For comparison, KeySight, the closest related work that
can encode such information [18] uses 32K bits of metadata for
encoding in the worst case (see §6). Moreover, recall that the optimal
encoding would require a single Ball-Larus variable, creating extra
data-dependencies between otherwise independent tables when
their actions update that variable. The naïve encoding, which is
to update a corresponding flag bit on every action in the program,
is similarly prohibitive. In existing programmable switches, these
approaches only work for encoding the small and simple input
programs, and do not scale efficiently to larger real-world programs
such as fabric-bng.p4 and switch.p4. Thus, we believe our multivariable encoding overhead, and its difference from optimal, is
not considerable given its significant benefits in terms of number
of stages and action complexity and as the amount of per-packet
meta-data on existing switches is a few thousand bits.

6

Related Work

Data-Plane Post-Cards. Previous work has explored collecting
information about a packet into a “post-card” as it traverses the
switch and sending relevant post-cards to a controller to help debug
network problems. NetSight’s post-card [6] includes the packet
header, its outgoing port, and the version number for the rules
installed on the switch that processed the packet but does not track
which tables and actions have been hit by the packet. KeySight [18]
copies every packet field that is read and written to in each matchaction table into the post-card, but at the cost of using ∼32K bits of
meta-data for large programs such as switch.p4. In our approach,
on the other hand, the “post-card” contains the unique identifier
for the path the packet has taken through the program and uses
only a few hundred bits for switch.p4.
Test Packet Generation. Previous work such as ATPG [17]
and P4pktgen [10] study automatic generation of test packets from
specifications of network devices. Test packets cannot exercise
every packet processing scenarios for specifications of real-world
switches such as switch.p4. Our approach is complementary to
these efforts since, by enabling operators to trace packet’s execution
path on the data plane at run time, it enables them to detect and
localize bugs on execution paths not exercised during testing.
Verification. Recent work [5, 8, 9, 14] explores automatic verification of various properties about P4 programs using techniques
such as static analysis or symbolic execution. However, not all
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properties can yet be verified by existing tools and these tools still
operate at the level of the P4 program. That is, they can verify if
the software logic is bug free for a specific set of bugs. However,
the hardware mapping for the program may have been incorrectly
performed by the compiler during compilation. Thus, these tools
cannot be used to find compiler bugs, especially for compilers that
are not open-source. As a result, our approach can complement
these works by enabling the detection and localization of bugs in
the P4 programs that are missed by the verification tools, or bugs
in the compiler or the controller installing rules on the data plane.

7

Conclusion

We propose a useful data-plane primitive for detecting and localizing bugs as they occur in real time: tracking each packet’s execution
path through the P4 program, i.e., the sequence of tables hit and the
actions applied, directly in the data plane. In our ongoing work, we
plan to design, implement, and evaluate end-to-end monitoring and
debugging systems, both in the data plane and control plane, that
use the path information to detect and localize bugs in P4 programs,
the compiler, and the controller.
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